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New energy for Texas science means a high school biology program
infused with inquiry to turn your students into curious, active
learners. Engaging interactive technology features for multimodal
learning help you reach all students—from those who struggle to
those looking for added challenge. And the most up-to-date science
content available offers full support for the TEKS, in print and online!

Texas Biology
Texas Teacher Edition

English

The Teacher Edition includes a full TEKS correlation,
ELPS implementation tips and strategies, and a Pacing
Guide with TEKS correlations by section. Point-of-use
TEKS icons throughout the Teacher Edition show
exactly where the TEKS are covered.
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Texas Interactive
Reader

Student Edition
The Texas Student Edition is built
to help Texas students master the
TEKS and succeed on the Texas
Assessment! TEKS labels are found
throughout the text so students can
easily identify important concepts.
Biology End-of-Course Exam Practice
Record your answers on a separate piece of paper.

MULTIPLE CHOICE
2G, 6H

1 The graph below shows the amount of DNA
production over time during a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR).
DNA Production over Time

DNA

temperature
decreased
temperature
increased
1

2
3
Time (minutes)

Changes that take place during PCR are shown
with arrows. Based upon the graph, it can be
inferred that —
A PCR doesn’t function at high temperatures
B DNA production decreased after three minutes
C one PCR cycle takes about three minutes
D temperature does not affect DNA production
6A, 6E

2 Some genetic diseases can be treated with
medication or lifestyle changes. But the only way
to cure genetic diseases is to —
A transplant the affected tissue
B change the affected DNA sequence
C induce additional mutations in the affected gene
D remove the affected gene

6H

3 Some scientists want to genetically engineer
apples to produce the insecticide pyrethrin.
In order to ensure that all offspring from the
original tree also produce apples with the
chemical, they must be sure that the gene that
produces pyrethrin is in the cells of what tissue?
A root
B leaf
C stem
D seed
THINK THROUGH THE QUESTION
To answer this question you don’t need to know the
details used in the example, such as insecticides and
the names of chemicals. Instead, focus on the main
point of the question, which addresses genetic
engineering and reproduction.

6H

4 A scientist wants to insert a
gene into a plasmid as shown
in the diagram below. In
order to open the plasmid to
insert the gene, the scientist
must use —
A restriction mapping
B PCR
C restriction enzymes
D restriction sites
6H

5 Bt soybeans are transgenic. These soybean plants
express a bacterial gene that codes for a natural
pesticide. This is an example of —
A mutation
B gene sequencing
C proteomics
D genetic engineering

Texas EOC Review
and Practice

The Texas Interactive
Reader features all
essential TEKS content,
written below grade
level. TEKS labels are
included at point of use
on Section Openers.

This booklet includes a
review-and -practice
section for each Student
Expectation from the
Biology TEKS, along
with two full-length
practice tests for the
Texas Biology EOC
Exam.

Biology End-ofCourse Exam
Practice

Texas Study Guide

Students prepare for
the rigor of the Texas
EOC Exam throughout
the year as EACH
chapter in the Student
Edition includes a
Biology End-of-Course
Exam practice page.

The Study Guide
reinforces the TEKS
content, vocabulary, and
skills presented in the
Student Edition. A
lower-level version is
available online for
students needing extra
support for specific
TEKS objectives.
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Stephen Nowicki
“Writing this textbook from scratch was important to me

hmhco.com/TX-Science

because I could include a wide variety of teacher input
before writing. Many teachers and students have said
they love the readability and the real-world relevance.
An important distinction of this program is the diversity
of resources, especially digital, that are available to
teachers and their ‘digital native’ students.”

Countdown to the Texas End-of-Course
Exam Interactive Whiteboard Lessons
These IWB lessons are a review-and-preparation tool
for the Texas Biology EOC Exam. Lessons tie directly
to the TEKS and are available in BOTH Smart
Notebook® and ActivInspire® Flipchart formats.

1

Accessible
on ANY mobile device

New Energy for Texas Science

including smartphones
and tablets!

Full TEKS Coverage

to the living world of biology.

Texas Biology is your pathway to covering the Texas Essential Knowledge
and Skills in your classroom.

Texas Biology presents the tools and skills practice needed to master
the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills standards.
TEKS Coverage

Inquiry

Students can see at a
glance which TEKS will be
covered in the chapter.

Inquiry-based learning starts
with an engaging question
related to the Big Idea.

Full-Text TEKS

Point-of-Use TEKS

The must
opener
everythrough
section “File info”
DO NOT EDIT--Changes
beofmade
includes
the
full
language
of the
CorrectionKey=A
core TEKS covered in that section.

TEKS codes are included with Main
Idea heads and with assessment
questions throughout the book.

17.1 The Linnaean System of Classification
7A, 8A, 8B
VOCABULARY

MAin ideAS

taxonomy
taxon
binomial nomenclature
genus

Linnaeus developed the scientific naming system still used today.
Linnaeus’s classification system has seven levels.
The Linnaean classification system has limitations.

7A analyze and evaluate
how evidence of common ancestry
among groups is provided by the
fossil record, biogeography, and
homologies, including anatomical,
molecular, and developmental;
8A define taxonomy and recognize
the importance of a standardized
taxonomic system to the scientific
community; 8B categorize organisms
using a hierarchical classification
system based on similarities and
differences shared among groups

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info”
CorrectionKey=A

HMDScience.com
GO ONLINE

Researchers rarely publish raw data alone. Instead, data are usually
analyzed in some way. This is because certain types of observations
and patterns can be made clearer when data are presented in different
ways. For example, data that show change or difference may be best
represented as percentage difference.

Create animated charts and
graphs using Smart Grapher.

Model
Cytochrome C is a protein that functions in cellular respiration. A sequence of 104
amino acids makes up the cytochrome C protein. Scientists have compared this
sequence of amino acids in humans with the sequence in a variety of other
species. The number of amino acid differences between cytochrome C in humans
and in other species has been used to determine relatedness between species.
Look at the data table at the right. Notice that the cytochrome C of
Lampreys such as this one are jawless
chimpanzees most closely resembles that of humans, while the cytochrome
fish with a round, sucking mouth.
C of lampreys, a type of jawless fish, has more differences. To more
clearly represent how different they are, these data can be
Table 1. aMino aciD Differences
coMpareD
wiTh huMan
transformed into percentage differences. To calculate the percentage
cyTochroMe c
difference of cytochrome C between humans and lampreys, follow
Organism
Number of Differences
this procedure.
Chimpanzee
0
1. First, transform the number of amino acid differences into
Rhesus monkey
1
a fraction of the total number of amino acids that make
up the cytochrome C protein (104).
20 differences
_______
104 total amino acids

2. Next, perform the division.

20 4 104 5 0.1923

0.1923 3 100 5 19.23% difference

10

Turtle

15

Bullfrog

18

Lamprey

20
21

Tuna

Source: M. Dayhoff, Atlas of Protein
Sequence and Structure

1. calculate Use the procedure outlined above to find percentage differences in cytochrome C between
humans and the following animals: tunas, bullfrogs, turtles, whales, rhesus monkeys, and chimpanzees.
2. apply What do the transformed data suggest about how related each type of animal is to humans?
3. infer What percentage of the human cytochrome C protein is the same as that of whales?
Hint: 100 percent 2 percentage difference 5 percentage similarity.
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Reading Support

A genus (plural, genera) includes one or
more physically similar species that are
thought to be closely related. For examAnalysis
ple, the Data
genus Quercus
includes more
than 500These
species
of oak trees.
Genus
features,
found
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names are
always
capitalized.
every
chapter,
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students
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Before
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named
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of allidea
ability
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web tolevels,
take the Interactive Reader is both a
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notes about
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core the
instructional
tool for struggling students and
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systemaofuseful
classification.
study guide for others.

analysispart
andofgraphing
The second
the name is the
skills.
species descriptor. It can refer to a trait
515

taxonomy

VISUAL VOCAB

Binomial nomenclature is a
standard naming system that gives
each species a two-part name using
Latin roots.
Macintosh®

name

naming

Windows®

• Operating system: 10.2 or newer version

• Operating system: Windows 2000 or XP with latest updates

• CPU: G3+

• CPU: 133 MHz or faster

system

• RAM: 64 MB minimum

• RAM: 64 MB minimum

• Available hard-drive space: 20 MB minimum

• Available hard-drive space: 20 MB minimum

• 8x DVD drive

• 8x DVD drive

• 800 x 600 display

• 800 x 600 display

• Audio player software such as iTunes®,
Windows Media® Player 7+, or Apple®
QuickTime® Player 5+

• Audio player software such as iTunes®, Windows Media®
Player 7+, or Apple® QuickTime® Player 5+

bi nomial nomen clature
For technical support:

Online: http://www.techsupport.hmhpub.com

Phone: 1-800-323-9239, Monday–Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., CST
Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

(1) Genus (2) species

All rights reserved. This program is sold subject to the conditions set forth on the Copyright screen and on the license document
included on the enclosed DVD-ROM. Network installation and use of this program without permission in writing are prohibited.
Produced in the U.S.A.
ISBN: 978-0-544-06048-7

of the species, the scientist who first
described it, or its native location. Like the genus, the species descriptor is
hmhco.com/TX-Science written in italics or underlined. however, it is always lowercase. The species
descriptor is never written alone because, as figure 1.1 shows, the same word
may be used in different genera. Quercus alba is the scientific name for

If you have received these materials as examination copies free of charge, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company retains title to the materials and they may not be resold. Resale of examination copies is strictly prohibited.

To learn more about the complete Nowicki Biology program,
visit www.hmheducation.com/biology.
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binomial
nomenclature

Linnaeus’s naming system

Supported System Configurations
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Reading support in the Student
All labs that reinforce the
Edition includes the Reading
concepts in this chapter are
Toolbox feature, comprehension
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and
all
Scientific names
questions after Main Ideas,
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program
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Visual
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practice Transform Data

Labs

The pangolin shown on the previous page may not look like any other animal that
you are familiar with. However, scientists classify pangolins as mammals—the same
group of animals that includes dogs, cats, mice, and humans. All female mammals
have the ability to produce milk. Unlike pangolins, most mammals have hair. Scientists
use key characteristics such as these to classify all living things.

Linnaeus developed the scientific naming system
used today.
Texas Interactivestill
Reader

Texas Biology

3. Transform this number into a percentage by multiplying by 100.

Whale
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2G

Connect to Your World
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Transforming Data

Organisms can be classified based
on physical similarities.
KeY COnCepT

Taxonomy

Texas Biology

Student One Stop
Your textbook and student
resources all on one disk
Includes:
Electronic Student Edition
Interactive Reader

R e A d i n G T OWorksheets
O L B Ox
Multimedia
VOCABULARY

Labs
Review Games
Virtual Labs
Smart Grapher
and more

Taxonomy comes from the
Greek taxis, which means
“arrangement,” and nomie,
which means “method.”

Linnaeus devised a system that standardized the way organisms are classified
and named.

All resources are
also available online at
www.hmdscience.com.

Taxonomy is the science of naming and classifying organisms. Taxonomy
gives scientists a standard way to refer to species and organize the diversity of
Student
One
Stop taxonomy
DVD
living things.
Linnaean
classifies organisms based on their physical
andStudent
structural
similarities.
Organisms are placed into different levels in a
The
One
Stop™ DVD
hierarchy—a
multilevel
scale in which each level is “nested” in the next-higher
includes
the full
book and
level. Inresources
other words,
eachformat
level is included in a larger, more general level,
student
in PDF
which
in turnwho
is included
an even larger, more general level.
for
students
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access
theirAbook
electronically
but
group of organisms in a do
classification system is called a taxon (plural,
not
have
Internet
access.
taxa). The
basic taxon
in the Linnaean system is the species. In this system,
3
species are most commonly defined as a group of organisms that can breed
and produce offspring that can reproduce. Linnaeus’s system gives each

Texas Student Edition

Connect your students

New Energy for Texas Science

TEKS Snapshot
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TEKS Snapshot

Key student expectations are
addressed as follows:

Each chapter begins with a
TEKS Snapshot feature that
identifies the core TEKS
covered in every section.

Readiness 7A, 8B

• Section 2 explains the classification of
organisms based on common ancestry
using evidence from living species, the
fossil record, and molecular data.

17.2 Classification Based on
Evolutionary Relationships

Readiness 7A, 8B

Data Analysis

• Section 3 explains how evolutionary
time can be measured by mutation
rates to identify divergence between
species from a common ancestor.

TRANSFORMING DATA

17.3 Molecular Clocks

7F

• Section 4 explains the hierarchy of the
classification
through “File
info” system beginning with
domains and kingdoms.
Readiness 8B

3F, 8A, 8B, 8C

Readiness 7A, 8B

8A

TEKS and CCRS

• Section 2 explains the classification of
organisms based on common ancestry
using evidence from living species, the
fossil record, and molecular data.
Readiness 7A, 8B

• Section 3 explains how evolutionary
time can be measured by mutation
rates to identify divergence between
species from a common ancestor.
Readiness 7A

7F

• Section 4 explains the hierarchy of the
classification system beginning with
domains and kingdoms.
Readiness 8B
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must
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be made
be made
through
through
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How would you classify this
organism?

17.1 The Linnaean System of
Classification
BIOZINE

17.2 Classification
HMDScience.com Based on
Evolutionary
Relationships
Students can access BioZine
at

7A, 8B

■
■

■

Video Lab Dichotomous Keys
Open Inquiry Lab The Linnaean System of
Classification
Open Inquiry Lab Classification Based on
Evolutionary Relationships

Materials (per team)
8/16/2012
Provide to each group with five books of
varying subjects and physical characteristics.
Include one or two books from the school
library, which will have already been marked by
a classification method such as the Dewey
decimal classification.

TRANSFORMING DATA

17.3 502
Molecular
Clocks
Unit 6: Classification
and Diversity

2G

3F, 8A, 8B, 8C
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Clear Instructional
Model

■

Textbook Classification Based on

17.2

■

Constructing a Phylogenetic Tree
QuickLab Construct a Cladogram

■

Evolutionary Relationships

That’s Amazing! Video Inquiry Guitarfish

■

Animated Biology Build a Cladogram,
Tree of Life

7A,

Resources

8B
8A
CCRS SS.V.C.1,
SS.V.D.1, SS.VI.C.1,
SS.VI.E.1
Readiness

Print

DVD

■

■

Concept Map

DVD

■

■

■

■

Reinforcement Worksheets

■

Virtual Investigation [Title]

■

Study Guide A

■

Vocabulary Practice Worksheets

■

Study Guide B

ELL Strategies

■

■

Modified Lesson Plans for
English Learners

■

■

■

PowerPresentation and Notes 17.2

■

Textbook Molecular Clocks

■

■

Animated Biology Molecular Clock

■

PowerPresentation and Notes 17.3

■

Textbook Domains and Kingdoms

■

Teaching Visuals The Tree of Life
(Fig. 4.3)

■

Modeling DNA Hybridization
Bioinformatics (Biotechnology Lab)

Readiness 7A
7F
CCRS SS.V.C.1,
SS.VI.C.1, SS.VI.E.1

Defining Species

3F, 8A, 8C
Readiness 8B
CCRS SS.IV.C.1,
SS.IV.C.2, SS.V.C.1,
SS.V.D.1, SS.VI.C.1,
SS.VI.E.1

■

■

Extension and Assessment
Enrichment and Challenge
Resources

Print

Data Analysis Practice Worksheet
WebQuest Classify a Sea Cucumber
(17.4)
Differentiated Instruction Pre-AP
(TE wrap)

■

The Inside Story and Take
It Further (TE wrap)

DVD

Online

Assessment
Resources

Print

Alternative Assessment

■

■

Chapter Tests A and B

■

■

■

■

DVD

■

Diagnostic Test

■

WebLinks

■

Active Reading Worksheets

■

Unit Project

■

1. the names of all of your teachers

first letter of a new word in a memorable sentence. You
may be more likely to remember the sentence if the
sentence is funny.

2. the 12 months of the year

■

■

ExamView Banks

■

Extended Response Test

■

Online Assessment System

■

Section Quizzes

■

Chapter 17: the tree of life
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chapter,
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Misconceptions, Teach from
similarities.
Discuss
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describe
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Visuals,
and
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tion systems. Ask
• What criteria did you select in setting up your
system? similarities of physical attributes;
subject area or genre; language

Pangolins, native to Africa and Asia, are not closely
ELPS codes
are included at point
related to any other living mammals. Their backs and
of use throughout
thelarge
Teacher
tails are covered with
scales similar in arrangement to dinosaur bone plates. Pangolins do not have
Edition wrap.
teeth. Instead, they have an organ similar to a bird’s

■
■
■
■
■
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making the kinds of observations and
decisions that are required to develop and
use a classification system.
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This reading tool can help you learn the material in the following pages.
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Teacher One Stop™

Supported System Configurations

■
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Differentiated Instruction
Texas Biology

Teacherare
One
Stop
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toThe
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sentence is funny.
Hands-On Activity
Inclusion
• Full-text correlation to the ELPS with
Pre-AP*
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activities and resources for implementing
Chapter 17: The Tree of Life 503
their coverage
Introduce Have students form small teams.
Materials
(per team)
• Pacing
Guide with TEKS correlation
Tell them to examine the books provided and
Macintosh®

Windows®

• Operating system: 10.2 or newer version

• Operating system: Windows 2000 or XP with latest updates

• CPU: G3+

• CPU: 133 MHz or faster

• RAM: 64 MB minimum

• RAM: 64 MB minimum

• Available hard-drive space: 20 MB minimum

• Available hard-drive space: 20 MB minimum

• 8x DVD drive

• 8x DVD drive

Teacher One Stop

• 800 x 600 display

• 800 x 600 display

• Audio player software such as iTunes®,
Windows Media® Player 7+, or Apple®
QuickTime® Player 5+

• Audio player software such as iTunes®, Windows Media®
Player 7+, or Apple® QuickTime® Player 5+

For technical support:

Online: http://www.techsupport.hmhpub.com

Phone: 1-800-323-9239, Monday–Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., CST
Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company

All rights reserved. This program is sold subject to the conditions set forth on the Copyright screen and on the license
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Provide to each group with five books of
varying subjects and physical characteristics.
Include one or two books from the school
library, which will have already been marked by
a classification method such as the Dewey
decimal classification.

develop their own book classification system
that places the books into categories based on
similarities.

Discuss Have students describe their classification systems. Ask
• What criteria did you select in setting up your
system? similarities of physical attributes;

If you have received these materials as examination copies free of charge, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company retains title to the materials and they may not be resold. Resale of examination copies is strictly prohibited.

To learn more about the complete Nowicki Biology
program, visit www.hmheducation.com/biology
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Your Teacher Edition textbook and
teacher resources all on one disk
Includes:
Electronic Teacher Edition
Presentation Tools
Interactive Reader
Worksheets
Multimedia
Assessments
Interactive Whiteboard
Resources

ExamView®
Labs
Virtual Labs
Teacher Materials
Smart Grapher
Lesson Plans
and more

Online

■

End-of-Course Review and Practice

Pre-AP Activity What’s in a Name?,
Building a Cladogram

Pangolins, native to Africa and Asia, are not closely
related to any other living mammals.
Their backs and
502A Unit 6: Classification and Diversity
tails are covered with large scales similar in arrangement to dinosaur bone plates. Pangolins do not have
teeth. Instead, they have an organ similar to a bird’s
gizzard. Due to these unique traits, pangolins are
classified into their own group within class Mammalia.

letter of every word that you want to remember as the

Online

■

Differentiated Instruction
Inclusion, Below Level, and
English Learners (TE wrap)

■

Section Self-Checks

8B
CCRS SS.V.C.1,
SS.VI.C.1, SS.VI.E.1

Print

Chapter Audio Files

■

Interactive Review Games

7A,

Online

■

Interactive Reader

■

Teaching Visuals Tetrapod Cladogram
(Fig. 2.2)

17.3
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Creating a Dichotomous Key for Limpet Shells
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Modeling DNA Hybridization
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Focus
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502 Unit
6: Classification
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TEKS, ELPS, and CCRS Support
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ONLINE BIOLOGY

hmhco.com/TX-Science

Students can access BioZine at
HMDScience.com to check the
daily science news feeds.

■

Texas Biology

4

Classification

Teaching Visuals Linnaean Classification
System (Fig. 1.3)
PowerPresentation and Notes 17.1

Resources
Assess and Reteach (TE wrap)

Creating a Dichotomous Key for
Limpet Shells
Video Lab Dichotomous Keys

gizzard. Due to these unique traits, pangolins are
classified into their own group within class Mammalia.

How would you classify this
organism?

HMDScience.com
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Available Online
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and Skills addressed by the
Also
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EADING TO
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This reading tool
can help you learn the material in the following pages.
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Career
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Mnemonics Mnemonic devices are tools that help you Create mnemonic devices that could help you remember
Readiness Standards.
remember lists or parts in their proper order. Use the first all of the parts of the following groups of items.

. Focus and Motivate

BIOZINE

■

Online

3 Specialized Support
Students who need more intensive personalized intervention
benefit from Specialized Support resources.

How would you classify
this organism?
Point-of-Use
ELPS

3F, 8A, 8C

Help students think about how classifications are made. Ask, How would you
classify the sport of soccer? Sample
answer: team sport, uses a round ball,
non-contact, game divided into two
halves
Have students discuss different ways
that living things can be classified. Ask,
What characteristics could you use to
classify the pangolin in the photograph?
external physical traits, behavior, what it
eats, where it lives, its genetic makeup Explain that pangolins are classified
as mammals despite lacking hair because
they nourish their young with milk.

DVD

2 Support and Intervention
Support and Intervention resources are useful for students
who need targeted help beyond the Core Instruction

Q

7A, 7F
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CHAPTER

CHAPTER

Key student expectations are
addressed as follows:
• Section 1 introduces Linnaean taxonomy as a method of classifying and
naming organisms based on physical
and structural similarities.

Instruction

How would you classify
this organism?

Q

. Focus and Motivate

TEKS Snapshot

Section

Available in both
English and Spanish

Additional online resources available for this chapter include Biology Video Clips, Interactive Whiteboard
resources, and Visual Concepts.

7A, 7F

Help students think about how classifiONLINE BIOLOGY
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cations are made. Ask, How would you
classify the sport of soccer? Sample
ONLINE Labs
answer: team sport, uses a round ball,
■ Creating a Dichotomous Key for Limpet Shells
non-contact, game divided into two
■ QuickLab Construct a Cladogram
halves
BIG IDEA Organisms can be classified based on■ physical
Modeling DNA Hybridization
Have students discuss different ways
■ Defining Species
that living things can be classified. Ask,
■
and genetic characteristics, which reveal their evolutionary
Constructing a Phylogenetic Tree
What characteristics could you use to
■ Bioinformatics
classify the pangolin in the photograph?
relationships.
external physical traits, behavior, what it
eats, where it lives, its genetic makeActivity
502Student
Unit 6: Classification
and Diversity
up Explain that pangolins are classified
as mammals despite lacking hair because
Purpose Have teams of students practice
they nourish their young with milk.
BI_CTXESE026100_C17OP.indd 502
making the kinds of observations and
decisions that are required to develop and
7A, 8A, 8B
use a classification system.
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The Core Instruction resources below can be used for all
students. Core instruction should be followed by ongoing
assessment to determine which students need further help.
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Introduce each chapter with the
Activate Prior Knowledge and
The Linnaean System of
Preview Vocabulary
features.
Classification
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DODO
NOTNOT
EDIT--Changes
EDIT--Changes
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through
“File“File
info”
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CorrectionKey=A
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Instruction and Intervention
Support at the beginning of
each chapter offers a full listing
of the activities and classroom
resources available for each
section, with TEKS references.

Activate Prior Knowledge
Organisms can be classified based on physical
and genetic characteristics,
reveal their evolutionary
and which
Preview
Vocabulary

BIG IDEA

relationships.

• Section 1 introduces Linnaean taxonomy as a method of classifying and
naming organisms based on physical
and structural similarities.

Readiness 7A
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The Teacher One Stop™
DVD includes the full
book in pdf format, all
editable resources,
ExamView® Assessment
Suite, and PowerPoint®
resources.
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Texas Teacher Edition

The Teacher Edition provides strong instructional
support for a wide range of learners.
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New Energy for Texas Science

Visual Concepts
Hundreds of short, interactive animations provide
multimodal coverage of the TEKS by visually illustrating
key biological concepts in each chapter—enhancing
student learning by giving them multiple opportunities
to learn content in different contexts.

Texas Biology offers the latest technology and multimedia resources that speak
directly to your students in a visual language they understand—ensuring that they
will stay engaged as they master the TEKS.

Any Device
Anytime
Biology Games
Anywhere!
The HMH Biology Games app was developed
specifically for iOS devices and delivers hours
of challenging fun while students sharpen
their understanding of the TEKS.
The online review games cover the key concepts
and vocabulary from each chapter.

!

That’s z ing

A ma

Video-Based Inquiry
Online video-based inquiry activities engage
students by offering a glimpse into the
bizarre world of nature as they follow author
and research scientist, Dr. Mike Heithaus,
around the globe on his explorations. After
being amazed by nature’s wonders, students
will apply the Data Analysis and Conclusion
steps of the scientific method.

iOS

online
BioZine

Biology Video Clips

This interactive online magazine keeps Texas Biology up
to date by connecting students to current events, with
features such as science news feeds, in-depth details
about unit features, and updates on careers and current
biology research.

Nearly 150 professionally produced, nationally aired, short,
engaging video clips can be used to introduce or reinforce
core biology concepts.

Interactive Whiteboard Resources

Media Gallery

Two types of IWB resources include Interactive Visuals &
Resources, a content-reinforcement tool for each chapter
of the textbook, and Countdown to the End-of-Course
Exam, a review-and-preparation tool for the Texas Biology
EOC Exam. IWB resources are available in Smart
Notebook and ActivInspire Flipchart formats.

This time-saving tool enables you to tap into rich
multimedia resources to create engaging custom slideshow presentations. Access hundreds of biology
images, video clips, animations, simulations and
teaching visuals with a click of a mouse!

hmhco.com/TX-Science

Biology

WebLinks

WebQuests

PhET Simulations

Hand-selected resource links save you
endless hours of research, bringing the
BEST of the Internet to the classroom
to extend and enrich each chapter’s
content and support TEKS instruction.

Thirty-four inquiry-oriented biology
lessons relate directly to chapter
content. Each WebQuest introduces a
problem, defines the tasks to be
completed, provides links to key
Internet resources, asks questions that
probe for understanding, and assists
students in reaching appropriate
conclusions.

PhET Simulations are interactive online
science simulations produced under
Creative Commons licensing by the
University of Colorado at Boulder. They
provide fun, interactive, researchbased simulations of real-life
phenomena.

6
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Nearly 100 animations and
simulations bring biology concepts
and principles to life.

7

Online Tools That Motivate and Engage

Online Tools That
Motivate and Engage

New Energy for Texas Science

Online Data Analysis and Lab Support

Because inquiry is the cornerstone of understanding biology and the TEKS, it is crucial for students
to apply the concepts they are reading about. Texas Biology includes the most comprehensive lab
resources with its wide variety of print and digital lab options for every classroom need.

To help students develop the data analysis skills necessary to collect, graph, and analyze
data like scientists, HMDScience.com includes resources to support the Data Analysis
lesson in every chapter.

Editable versions of all program labs, along
with Teacher Resource pages, are found at
point of use online. The wide variety of
bench-tested labs includes:

QuickLabs
Designed for reinforcement of key concepts using
easy-to-obtain materials

Virtual Investigations
These engaging presentations,
interactive activities, and
simulated scientific
investigations reinforce
students’ understanding of
biology and science skills as
well as strengthen inquiry and
lab skills.

Smart Grapher

Online Lab Support

This powerful, easy-to-use online graphing tool encourages
students to use their own data to create line graphs, circle
graphs, and more.

These tools assist teachers in
setting up and managing
laboratory programs. Resources
include a lab safety contract and
quiz, an overview of common
laboratory procedures,
guidelines for writing lab reports
and lab report evaluation
rubrics, materials lists and
guidelines for handling and care
of organisms.

Standard Labs
Focus on experimental skills and application of
chapter concepts through the use of scientific
methods

Core Skill Labs

Video Labs

Provide practice of inquiry skills and scientific
methods

Forty-one professionally
created lab demonstrations
are perfect for professional
development, for lab pre-work,
or as a lab alternative. Each
lab includes an accompanying
skillsheet for classroom
implementation.

STEM Labs
Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics problem-based labs that emphasize
inquiry and the engineering design process

Open Inquiry Labs
Short project-based labs that encourage students
to collaborate, strategize, and construct and
evaluate a lab challenge of their own creation

Biotechnology Labs
Provide blending of technology and biological
concepts

Data Analysis Activities
Connected directly to chapter content, these online data
analysis activities enable students to build data analysis skills
using real-world data. By applying their knowledge, students
can transform raw data into meaningful graphs and charts.

1. Identify the Risks

•

Explicit verbal and written warnings may be
added or posted.

•

Equipment may be rebuilt or relocated, parts
may be replaced, or the equipment may be
replaced entirely by safer alternatives.

•

Risky procedures may be eliminated.

•

Activities may be changed from student
activities to teacher demonstrations.

4. Implement and Review Selected Controls

Controls do not help if they are forgotten or not
enforced. The implementation and review of
controls should be as systematic and thorough as
the initial analysis of safety concerns in the lab
and laboratory activities.

Before introducing any activity, demonstration, or
experiment to the class, analyze it and consider
what could possibly go wrong. Carefully review the
list of materials to make sure they are safe.
Inspect the equipment in your lab or classroom to
make sure it is in good working order. Read the
procedures to make sure they are safe. Record
any hazards or concerns you identify.

2. Evaluate the Risks

Minimize the risks you identified in the last step
without sacrificing learning. Remember that no
activity you can perform in the lab or classroom is
worth risking injury. Thus, extremely hazardous
activities, or those that violate your school’s
policies, must be eliminated. For activities that
present smaller risks, analyze each risk carefully
to determine its likelihood. If the pedagogical
value of the activity does not outweigh the risks,
the activity must be eliminated.

T32

HMH has partnered with Texas Instruments to
present nine graphing activities for use with the
TI-Nspire™ graphing calculator.

Fourteen virtual labs enable students to conduct meaningful
experiments in a lab or field setting without the expense,
time, or risk of traditional lab settings.

Scientific Reasoning
Skill Builder
More than 100 exercises
strengthen students’
scientific reasoning skills.
Topics include classifying
and categorizing, causeand-effect relationships,
hypotheses, generalizations
and analogies, and
summarizing and reviewing.

Data Analysis Practice
2

INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Data Analysis Practice

Chemists working for a pharmaceutical company carry out an experiment in which they
measure the amount of time it takes for different amounts of an antacid to neutralize 1 mL of
hydrochloric acid (HCl). The results of their experiment are shown in the graph below.
GRAPH 1: ANTACID AMOUNTS AND
NEUTRALIZATION TIMES

25

Time (min)
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0
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These chapter-based
skillsheets help students
build the skills necessary to
understand different types
of data, how to graph data,
and how to analyze and
interpret the meaning
behind the data.

During experiments scientists manipulate or change an independent variable to observe or
measure its effects on a dependent variable.

CHAPTER 2
Chemistry of Life

hmhco.com/TX-Science

Many classroom experiments, demonstrations, and
other activities are classics that have been used for
years. This familiarity may lead to a comfort that can
obscure inherent safety concerns. Review all
experiments, demonstrations, and activities for safety
concerns before presenting them to the class.
Identify and eliminate potential safety hazards.

Even low-risk activities require controls to
eliminate or minimize the risks. Make sure that in
devising controls you do not substitute an equally
or more hazardous alternative. Some control
methods include the following:

Virtual Labs

CHAPTER

8

The review of the lab should be thorough, and all
safety issues must be addressed immediately. Keep a
file of your review, and add to the list each year. This
will allow you to continue to raise the standard of
safety in your lab and classroom.

3. Select Controls to Address Risks

Graphing Calculator Activities

Challenge Labs

Labs that use Vernier® probeware and Pasco®
probeware and SPARK® technology

Risk Assessment

Concern for safety must begin before any activity in
the classroom and before students enter the lab. A
careful review of the facilities should be a basic part
of preparation for each school term. You should
investigate the physical environment, identify any
safety risks, and inspect your work areas for
compliance with safety regulations.

These tools assist teachers in setting up and
managing laboratory programs. Examples include
a lab safety contract and quiz, an overview of
common laboratory procedures, guidelines for
writing lab reports, a graph paper template, and
lab report evaluation rubrics.

Combine the popularity of crime shows with
concepts students are learning in the classroom

Probeware Labs

Safety in Your Laboratory
MAKING YOUR LABORATORY A
SAFE PLACE TO WORK AND LEARN

Lab Teacher Resources

Forensics Labs

Two labs per unit extend concepts presented in
the unit chapters for students in advanced,
accelerated, or honors biology classes

SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR TEACHERS

Laboratory Experiments

750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000
Amount of antacid (mg)

1. Identify What are the independent and dependent variables in this experiment?

2. Analyze What is the relationship between the amount of antacid and the length of

time to neutralize the acid?

Unit 1 Resource Book
McDougal Littell Biology

Data Analysis Practice
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Online Data Analysis and Lab Support

Online Access to Labs

New Energy for Texas Science

Online Support for

Your students will get the most out of their reading with multimedia point-of-use resources that
enable them to build understanding and retain more information on key concepts.

Texas Biology provides a complete suite of time-saving, targeted resources that will engage
English language learners and promote understanding of concepts needed to meet the TEKS.

English Language Learners

eBook
eBook
The online Student Edition
features a wealth of built-in
tools to help students interact
with the content, including
frequent comprehension
checks, support for data
analysis, and high-quality
instructional visuals. Features
include highlighting,
annotations, bookmarking, full
audio, and search capabilities.

Teaching Visuals
Full-color illustrations and
diagrams are ideal for
whole-class instruction.

Vocabulary Practice

Active Reading Worksheets

Concept Maps

Vocabulary skillsheets support
review and reinforcement of all
vocabulary terms through a wide
variety of lower-level to higher-order
thinking skill strategies.

Nearly 150 topical reading excerpts
help boost students’ science
reading comprehension with
questions that promote critical
thinking.

Each chapter includes an interactive graphic
organizer that shows the relationships among
concepts covered in the chapter and helps
students develop logical thinking and study skills.

CHAPTER

CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Vocabulary Practice
vacuole

concentration gradient

cytoplasm

lysosome

osmosis

organelle

centriole

prokaryotic cell

cell wall

eukaryotic cell

chloroplast

hypotonic

cytoskeleton

cell membrane

facilitated diffusion

isotonic
hypertonic

nucleus

phospholipid

active transport

endoplasmic reticulum

fluid mosaic model

endocytosis

ribosome

selective permeability

phagocytosis

Golgi apparatus

receptor

exocytosis

vesicle

passive transport

mitochondrion

diffusion

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

3

cell theory
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A. Word Origins Circle the Greek and Latin word parts in each vocabulary term. Then
use the Greek and Latin meanings to construct a very basic definition of the vocabulary word.
endo-

=

exo-

inside

hyper- =

over, above

outside

hypo-

=

below

iso-

=

equal

phago- =

eating

lys-

=

loosen

-tonia

=

state of

cyto-

=

cell

-plast

=

small body

=

WORD

chloro- =

green

DEFINITION

1. endocytosis

English

& spanish

Interactive Review: Flipcards

The online Student Edition in Spanish features chunking of content
around Key Concepts
spanishand Main Ideas with frequent comprehension
checks and superior support for reading and vocabulary. A wealth of
features help bring biology to life, including real-world connections,
high-quality instructional visuals, and point-of-use references to online
animations, simulations, video clips, and virtual labs.

This handy study tool includes review
of all vocabulary words in Spanish.

& spanish

spanish

Multilanguage Glossary

Spanish Study Guides (2 Levels)

Spanish Reinforcement

This comprehensive list of biology
vocabulary terms is presented in 11
different languages: English, Spanish,
Chinese, Vietnamese, Khmer, Laotian,
Arabic, Haitian Creole, Russian,
Portuguese, and Hmong.

Two levels of section review response
sheets—on-level and below-level—
reinforce the vocabulary, key concepts,
and main ideas covered in each section.

A one-page review sheet for each section
summarizes main ideas and provides
comprehension-check questions.

2. exocytosis
3. phagocytosis
4. hypertonic

Nombre __________________________ Periodo__________________Fecha__________________

5. hypotonic

Sección 1: Teoría celular

6. isotonic
7. lysosome

Vocabulary Practice

27

SECCIÓN

3.1

Las células son las unidades básicas de
la vida.

VOCABULARIO
teoría celular

orgánulo

citoplasma

célula procarionte

Científico

Empareja cada científico de la siguiente tabla con la oración que describe lo que
hizo para desarrollar la teoría celular.

Reinforcement

a. concluyó que los animales y, de hecho, todos los seres vivos están formados por células.

e. observó células vivas y observó mayores detalles.

&

spanish

hmhco.com/TX-Science

Each one-page section-level worksheetspanish
summarizes core concepts and asks
students to provide short answers to
questions related to the summary.

Section Study Guides

English

1.

Hooke

2.

Leeuwenhoek

3.

Schleiden

4.

Schwann

5.

Virchow

Contribución a la teoría celular

c. propuso que todas las células provienen de otras células.

Letra del enunciado que completa la
oración

Científico
1. Hooke

Pre-AP Activity

2. Leeuwenhoek
3. Schleiden

The online version of the write-in
worktext presents all the
vocabulary and essential content
from the textbook in a lower-level,
easy-to-read text, with
instructional visuals and frequent
comprehension checks. This
unique component is a great tool
for all students—the core content
for struggling students and a
useful study guide for others.

orgánulo

b. fue el primero en identificar las células y nombrarlas.
d. concluyó que las plantas están compuestas por células.

& spanish

Section Study Guides are available
spanish
online. Study Guide B can be used with
on-level students. Study Guide A is a lower-level
version, designed for struggling students or
English language learners.

These chapter worksheets are designed
for more advanced students who need an
extra challenge. They cover more advanced
topics within each chapter.

Textbook Audio Files

English

& spanish

An audio version of each section spanish
of the Student Edition is available
at point of use, in English and in Spanish.

4. Schwann

Copyright by McDougal Littell, a division of Houghton Mifflin Company

Interactive Reader

English

VOCABULARIO
teoría celular
citoplasma
célula eucariota
célula procariota

IDEA PRINCIPAL: Tempranos estudios llevan al desarrollo de la teoría celular.
En una frase, cuenta lo que hizo cada científico para desarrollar la teoría celular.

célula eucarionte

IDEA PRINCIPAL: Los primeros estudios sobre la célula dieron lugar a la teoría
celular.

Online Resources for Differentiated Instruction

Teoría celular

Guía de estudio

CONCEPTO CLAVE

CONCEPTO CLAVE
La célula es la unidad básica de la vida.

CAPÍTULO 3
La estructura celular y su función

Guía de estudio A

8. chloroplast
Unit 2 Resource Book
McDougal Littell Biology
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English

membrana nuclear
6. ¿Cuáles son las tres partes de la teoría celular?

nucleolo

centriolos
citoplasma

citoplasma
7. Da dos razones por las cuales la teoría celular es importante.

membrana celular

5. Virchow
La estructura celular y su función
Spanish Study Guide

Lab Datasheets

English

& spanish

Many classroom labs are provided
in
spanish
Spanish, including QuickLabs and
Chapter Investigations.

Guía de estudio

21
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Holt McDougal Biología
Guía de estudio A

1

Estructura y función celular
Sección 1: Teoría celular

English

& spanish

Spanish Assessments

Textbook Audio Files

A wide variety of tests provides you
with flexible options for assessing
students on the TEKS: Section Quizzes,
Diagnostic Tests, Leveled Chapter Tests,
Extended Response Tests, and Alternative
Assessments with Rubrics.

A recording of the Spanish versionspanish
of Texas Biology is available at point
of use in the online Student Edition for
students who need extra support.

11

Online Support for Differentiation and ELL

Online Support for
Reading and Vocabulary

New Energy for Texas Science

Additional Online Resources

The comprehensive assessment options located at HMDScience.com bring together all of
Texas Biology assessment tools into one convenient place, giving you many choices for the
best way to assess student learning in your classroom.
ExamView® Banks

English

A complete ExamView software suite is
included with Texas Biology. The question
bank includes all assessment questions for
the program in BOTH English and Spanish,
correlated to the TEKS.
More than 5,000 additional
questions are also available
in Bonus Banks.

Section Self-Check (Interactive)

& spanish

There is a five-question
multiple-choice online
quiz for each section of
the textbook. These
unique online quizzes
provide immediate
feedback for student
self-evaluation.

spanish

PowerPresentations

FoldNotes ®

These editable, prebuilt PowerPoint® files offer a resource of
engaging multimedia presentations that present the core
materials of each chapter, saving you valuable preparation
time. The TEKS associated with each section are included for
easy reference. Editable student note-taking worksheets for
each PowerPresentation makes organizing lecture notes a
breeze for students.

FoldNotes are a fun way to help students
learn and remember biology concepts. An
online animation provides clear, step-bystep instructions for creating each type of
FoldNote.

Online Teacher Tools

Online Assessment Tools

PowerNotes®
SECTION

4.5

CELLULAR RESPIRATION IN DETAIL

Power Notes

Glycolysis:

when oxygen is available
3.
4.

Identify the process:

Online Assessment System

7.
2.

The Online Assessment System can be used by teachers to assign
and automatically grade student assessments. Many of the assessments
include automated remediation with reassessment to help students achieve
mastery. The assessments included are Section Quizzes, Chapter
Tests A and B, and End-of-Course Practice Tests.

5.

Copyright © McDougal Littell/Houghton Mifflin Company.

6.

Electron Transport Chain
1.

2.

3.

4. Oxygen’s role in cellular respiration:

Unit 2 Resource Book
McDougal Littell Biology

c. fluid mosaic model
d. transport model

a. layered
b. rigid
c. impermeable
d. nonpolar
3. What is a phospholipid composed of?
a. a polar head and a nonpolar tail
b. a nonpolar head and a polar tail
c. a polar head and tail
d. a nonpolar head and tail
4. Which phrase best describes the property of selective permeability?
a. some molecules pass
b. all ions pass
Copyright © McDougal Littell/Houghton Mifflin Company.

c. large molecules pass
d. all molecules pass
5. A ligand produces a response in a cell if it finds the right kind of
a. carbohydrate.
b. hormone.
c. membrane.
d. receptor.

Assessment Book
McDougal Littell Biology

Section Quiz

Multiple Choice

spanish

Choose the letter of the best answer. (15 credits)
1. Which of the following is a major

5. Which organelles supply energy to the

principle upon which cell theory is
based?

cell?
a. ribosomes

c. mitochondria

a. All cells form by free-cell formation.

b. centrosomes

d. vacuoles

b. All cells have DNA.

6. Which organelles contain enzymes that
CELL STRUCTURE AND
breakFUNCTION
down old cell parts?

c. All organisms are
made of cells.
CHAPTER

3

d. All cells are eukaryotic.

Chapter Test
B
a. centrosomes

2. Identify the type of cell shown in Figure

3.1.

b. lysosomes

c. vacuoles
d. chloroplasts

Multiple Choice

7. Which organelles are unique to plant
Choose the letter of the best answer. (15cells?
credits)
1. Cell theory establishes which
the
a.ofribosomes

following conclusions about b.
cells?
vacuoles

Which phrase describes the function of
c.5.chloroplasts
the mitochondria?
d. centrosomes

a. All cells have the same size and
a. breaks down chemicals
8. Which process occurs inside the
shape.
b. packages proteins
chloroplasts?
b. All cells form by free-cell formation.
c. supplies energy to the cell
detoxification
c. All cells are produced bya.
other
living
d. fluid-filled sac used for storage
b. ribosome assembly
cells.

FIG. 3.1

d. All cells have a cell wall.c. photosynthesis
c. bacterial
d. protein synthesis
d.2.animal
How is the cell shown in Figure 3.1

a. prokaryotic
b. eukaryotic

different from a prokaryotic cell?
3. Which organelle is the storehouse for

most of a cell’s genetic information?
a. mitochondrion

c. centriole

b. chloroplast

d. nucleus

6. Which organelles are involved in

defending a cell against viruses?
a. centrosomes

c. vacuoles

b. lysosomes

d. chloroplasts

7. Which features are found in plant cells

but not in animal cells?
a. mitochondria and ribosomes
b. vesicles and vacuoles

4. Which phrase best describes rough ER?

c. cell walls and chloroplasts

a. studded with ribosomes

d. centrioles and centrosomes

b. protected by vesicles
c. connected to the Golgi FIG.
apparatus
3.1

d. stored in the central vacuole
a. It has a nucleus.

Assessment Book
McDougal Littell Biology
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b. It has DNA.
c. It has cytoplasm.
d. It has a cell membrane.
3. Which statement is true about a nucleus?
a. It is the site of enzyme storage.

Chapter Test A

b. It is the site of energy conversion.

spanish
CHAPTER

CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Extended Response

1. Human immune cells, called macrophages, engulf bacteria and other foreign material. Is

the action of a macrophage an example of endocytosis? In your answer:
• define endocytosis (1)
• compare endocytosis and active transport (1)

2. If a cell is placed in a hypertonic solution, osmosis will take place. In which direction

will osmosis take place? Why? How would the size of the cell change? What would
happen if the cell were placed in a hypotonic or an isotonic
solution? In your answer:
• explain the direction of osmosis and the result when a cell is in a hypertonic

solution (1)
• explain the direction of osmosis and the result when a cell is in a hypotonic
Copyright © McDougal Littell/Houghton Mifflin Company.

solution (1)
• explain the direction of osmosis and the result when a cell is in an isotonic solution

(1)

Assessment Book
McDougal Littell Biology

Extended Response

61

Choose the letter of the best answer.
1. The most basic unit of life is the

hmhco.com/TX-Science

a. cell.

c. atom.

b. species.

d. molecule.

2. Which tool is most likely to be used to produce a clear image of very tiny

structures inside a cell?
a. light microscope

c. electron microscope

b. magnetic resonance imaging

d. computer model

3. Two or more atoms held together by covalent bonds form a(n)
a. compound.

c. molecule.

b. ion.

d. solution.

4. What does the polarity of the water molecule shown in Figure 3.1 enable it to do?

-

O

H

53

H

+

+

FIG 3.1
a. become a solute

c. change temperature quickly

b. form hydrogen bonds

d. make polysaccharides

5. The cells in your body need nutrients and other materials to stay alive. To be

used by your cells, the materials must be
a. slightly acidic.

c. dissolved in fluid.

b. eukaryotic.

d. transgenic.

6. The specialized structures of different types of cells are related to the cell’s
a. equilibrium.

c. homeostasis.

b. energy.

d. function.

4. Which organelles are present both inside

the nucleolus and on the surface of the
ER?
a. ribosomes

c. mitochondria

b. vacuoles

d. vesicles

Chapter Test B

English

57

& spanish

spanish
CHAPTER

3

Diagnostic Test

Assessment Book
McDougal Littell Biology

CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Alternative Assessment

(25 credits)
Write a dialogue for a talk show where you are the talk show host and the guests are the parts
of a cell. You will ask questions of each guest to encourage them to talk about their physical
characteristics and functions within the cell.
• The dialogue for your talk show must be clearly written on paper or index cards. (2)
• You must interview at least five guests. Each guest must represent a part of a cell. (5)
You may include:
- the cell membrane, cytoplasm, cytoskeleton
- any organelle
- any transport protein, active or facilitating
• You must have at least four written questions for each guest. The answers to these
questions must include at least the following information about each guest:
- a description of the guest’s physical characteristics, including its location (4)
- a description of the guest’s function within the cell (4)
- a description of the guest’s role in the overall survival of the cell (4)
• You must ask each guest to compare and contrast himself or herself with one other
guest. (4)
• Be creative in developing the character of your guests through the questions you ask,
and the answers your guests provide. (2)

End-of-Course Review
and Practice
The End-ofCourse Review
and Practice is
also available
online.
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Teaching Strategies

This online version of the print
Teacher Edition provides you with
easy access to your teaching support.

These templates, in conjunction
with the Instruction and Intervention
Support materials at the beginning of every
chapter, can help you plan your lessons.

Select strategies from the Teacher Edition have
been made available online. Strategies include
Activate Prior Knowledge, Differentiated
Instruction, Demonstrations, and Vocabulary.
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Date

2.B.6.A

Biology

MechanisMs of Genetics
The student will demonstrate an understanding of the mechanisms of genetics.
(B.6) Science concepts. The student knows the mechanisms of genetics, including the role
of nucleic acids and the principles of Mendelian Genetics. The student is expected to (A)
identify components of DNA, and describe how information for specifying the traits of an
organism is carried in the DNA;

stanDaRD ReVieW
James Watson and Francis Crick were the first to piece together a model of the structure
of DNA. The discovery of DNA’s structure was important because it clarified how DNA
could serve as genetic material. Watson and Crick determined that a DNA molecule is a
double helix—two strands twisted around each other, like a winding staircase. As shown
below, each strand is made of linked nucleotides. Nucleotides are the subunits that make
up DNA. Each nucleotide is made of three parts: a phosphate group, a five-carbon sugar
molecule, and a nitrogen-containing base. The five-carbon sugar in DNA nucleotides is
called deoxyribose, from which DNA gets its full name, deoxyribonucleic acid.

Base

Phosphate
group
P

Sugar
Nucleotide

While the sugar molecule and the phosphate group are the same for each nucleotide in a
molecule of DNA, the nitrogen base may be any one of four different kinds: adenine (A),
guanine (G), thymine (T), and cytosine (C). An adenine on one strand always pairs with a
thymine on the opposite strand, and a guanine on one strand always pairs with a cytosine
on the opposite strand.
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Diagnostic Test

membrane.

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

3

(5 Credits)

For students who benefit
from nontraditional
assessments, these tests
provide another way of
determining their
understanding
of biological facts,
concepts, and principles.

There are more than 200 lessons and tools to teach
essential skills necessary for students to be successful on
the Texas Biology EOC Exam—with support for process and
inquiry, reading, vocabulary, writing, and data analysis
skills. To make your planning seamless, the Teacher Toolkit
is referenced in the Differentiated Instruction strategies in
the Teacher Edition.
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Teacher Toolkit

& spanish
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c. It is surrounded by the nucleolus.
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& spanish

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

This type of
assessment strategy
encourages students
to think in shortessay format as they
respond to chapterspecific writing
prompts.

English

Alternative
Assessment

English

Diagnostic tests are
designed to be
given at the
beginning of a topic
to determine
students’ existing
knowledge and to
help you customize
your lesson plan.

Power Notes

d. It is surrounded by a double

Assessment Book
McDougal Littell Biology

Extended
Response Tests

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

a. phospholipid model
b. dynamic model

Chapter Test A

Diagnostic Tests

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

1. Which model did scientists develop to describe the cell membrane?

2. Which word best describes the structure of the cell membrane?

CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

3
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CELL MEMBRANE

Section Quiz

CHAPTER

& spanish
CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

spanish
SECTION

3.3

Choose the letter of the best answer.

Two full-length
chapter tests of
multiple-choice and
short-answer
questions are
provided. Test B is
an on-level test while
Test A is a lower-level
test of the same
content.

English

Copyright © McDougal Littell/Houghton Mifflin Company.

Chapter Tests A & B

& spanish

CHAPTER 3
Cell Structure and Function

Multiple-choice
quizzes for each
section of the
textbook are
designed for
student formative
assessment and to
aid in remediation.

English
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Section Quizzes
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